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ABSTRACT The Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) are the static power electronic devices that

are installed and used in AC transmission networks to enhance the capability of transferring the power for

providing the controllability and stability. However, the optimization of site and size of these devices is a

crucial task due to their high capital cost and practical capabilities. In this paper, the optimal reactive power

dispatch (ORPD) embedded with two effective controllers including the Static VAR Compensator (SVC)

and Thyristor Control Series Capacitor (TCSC) is solved using a Modified Lightning Attachment Procedure

Optimizer (MLAPO). The searching capability of basic LAPO is enhanced and the stagnation of basic LAPO

is avoided by application of levy flight distribution and spiral orientation motion. The optimization for these

devices is for reducing the power losses, voltage deviations, and the operating cost. MLAPO is examined

and tested on modified IEEE30 and IEEE57 bus-standards considering SVC and TCSC. The effectiveness

of MLAPO is further analyzed and compared with the outcomes of the well-known optimization techniques

namely LAPO, PSO, ALO, EO, MPA, WOA and SCA with and without FACTS devices.

INDEX TERMS Flexible AC transmission systems, optimal power flow, lightning attachment procedure

optimization, thyristor control series capacitor, static VAR compensator.

NOMENCLATURE

GK : Conductance of branch K

Vm,Vn : Voltage Magnitudes

NB,NT : No. of buses and transformers tap settings

PGm,PDm : Active power injected and demand

at bus ‘‘m’’

QGm,QDm : Reactive power injected and demand

at bus ‘‘m’’

NSVC : No. of SVC

NTCSC : No. of TCSC

Nc : No. of Shunt Compensators

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Tariq Masood .

NL : Number of transmission lines

NPV : No. of Generators

NPQ : No. of load buses

Gmn : Conductance

Bmn : Susceptance

I. INTRODUCTION

A. GENERAL

The electric power networks are very complex and allied to

the numerous generators, transformers, variety of loads and

transmission lines to supply the power for the utilities. The

burden of electric power networks becomes heavier due to

increment of the load demand which can cause instability and

lead to transmission limits factor [1]. This power instability
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can be reduced via applications of advance controlled tech-

nology such as Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS).

In an associated power network, FACTS devices are provid-

ing the new opportunity of minimizing power losses and the

line power flow, whereas sustaining the bus voltages within

their permissible perimeters. The effective reactive power

scheduling at weak buses of electric power system is helpful

to reduce the active power losses as well as improve the

voltage profile of the overall power network [2].

In addition, the FACTS devices aim to control voltage,

impedance and phase angle of the high voltage AC lines

and improve the power system stability [3]. The Thyristor

Controlled Series Compensation (TCSC) and Static VAR

Compensator (SVC) are the members of FACTS devices and

mostly used in the power system for stabilizing the operation.

TCSC controls the power flow in line and damps the power

system oscillations, which further improves the voltage sta-

bility, transfer capability and reactive power demand. While,

SVC controls the power in line, improves system voltages

and damps power system oscillations that can improve overall

transient stability of electrical system [4].

B. LITERATURE REVIEW

The optimal reactive power dispatch (ORPD) is generally

considered as a nonlinear issue related to optimal power

flow problem. In last few decades, there were many classical

techniques which are used to solve the ORPD problem, such

as interior point method, nonlinear and linear programing,

gradient-based approach, quadratic programming techniques,

Newton method, dynamic programing, and Langrangian

technique, respectively [5]–[12]. But these optimization tech-

niques have faced some limitations, such as handling of

inequality constraints and nonlinear discontinuous functions,

loss of accuracy, trapped into local minima, complexity, pre-

mature convergence, etc. Thus, these optimization techniques

are not appropriate to solve the ORPDwith FACTS allocation

issues. To resolve the hard problems, the new optimization

techniques were later introduced, such as evolutionary pro-

gramming (EP), genetic algorithm (GA), whale optimiza-

tion algorithm (WOA), binary bat algorithm (BBA), firefly

algorithm (FA), enhanced leader particle swarm optimization

(ELPSO), grey wolf optimizer (GWO), sine cosine algo-

rithm (SCA), marine predator algorithm (MPA) and lightning

attachment procedure optimizer (LAPO) [13]–[22]. These

optimization techniques have applied efficiently in the power

system.

In the literature, the optimal location and setting of FACTS

devices attract universal scholars in power systems, wherever

numerous approaches as well as standards are used in this

field. Jordehi [23] presented an imperialistic competitive

algorithm (ICA) for resolving complex optimization prob-

lems in different fields. The suggested technique is used

to optimally assign the FACTS devices to improve safety.

Considering an optimal setting and employment of FACTS

controller, Safari et al. [24] adopted strength pareto multi-

objective evolutionary algorithm to decrease the stability

concerns. This technique approves the efficiency of the

recommended method which is feasible for resolving the

combinatorial problems of FACTS devices position and site

in large scale scheme.

Shafik et al. [25] proposed an adaptive parallel seeker

optimization algorithm (APSOA) which is employed to solve

themulti-objective problem of OPF for minimizing the instal-

lation cost using SVC and TCSC. On the way to test the

dominance, this method was applied to different IEEE bus

standards, such as 9, 30 and 57-bus system at contingency

and normal operating condition. Singh et al. [26] offered

mixed integer linear programming (MILP) to find the optimal

settings and locations of Thyristors Control Phase Shifter

(TCPST). Nguyen and Mohammadi [27] designed MINLP

approach for the optimal appointment of TCSC in the power

system. Mahad et al. [28] established corresponding dynamic

strategy-based fast decomposed GA to discover the optimal

position of the SVC for diminishing the fuel cost, voltage

deviation as well as the reactive power destruction. The rec-

ommended technique was executed on IEEE30-bus and IEEE

118-bus test schemes. A harmony search algorithm (HSA) is

discussed by Sirjani, et.al in [29] for concurrent minimization

of the total cost and voltage profile as well as improving

the voltage stability index using IEEE 57-bus test system

by means of shunt capacitors, SVC and Static Synchronous

Compensators (STATCOM). Agrawal et al. [30] discussed

the population-based evolutionary optimization technique

of TLBO for optimizing size and location of TCSC. The

installation cost of TCSC and voltage deviation are mini-

mized using IEEE 14, 30 and Indian 75 bus system [30].

Roy, et.al. [31] proposed artificial bee colony (ABC) and

biogeography-based optimization (BBO) techniques to min-

imize the operation cost with optimal allocation of TCSC

and TCPS using IEEE 30-bus standard. Dutta, et.al [32]

presented an efficient quasi-oppositional chemical reaction

optimization (QOCRO) applied to multi-objective ORPD

problem with FACTS devices according to IEEE 14 and

30-bus standard. A graphical user interface (GUI) based-on

genetic algorithm (GA) was proposed by Ghahremani,

et.al [33] to improve the system static load aptitude, voltage

stability and security, minimize power losses by means of

using different categories of FACTS devices, such as UPFC,

TCPST, TCVR, TCSC and SVC, respectively. Sebaa, et.al

[34] proposed a tuning and location method for multiple

FACTS devices to optimize the OPF problem by applying

cross-entropy (CE) techniques based on IEEE 30-bus stan-

dard. Benabid, et.al [35] proposed a novel non-dominated

sorting PSO (NSPSO) technique to address the setting and

optimal location of TCSC and SVC for minimizing the

voltage deviation and power losses as well as enhancing the

voltage stability using IEEE 30 and Algerian 114-bus system.

Dutta et al. [36] proposed hybridization of DE with CRO

(DE/CRO) technique to solve the parameter setting and the

optimal placement of TCSC and SVC according to IEEE

30-bus system. Sode-Yome et al. [37] proposed an appropri-

ate choice of FACTS devices to enhance the static voltage
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stability and the loading margin. Muhammad, et. al [38]

proposed Shannon entropy-based diversity in PSO dynamic,

i.e., FOPSO-EE to minimize power losses, voltage deviation

and overall cost using FACTS devices in IEEE 30-bus system.

LAPO is an efficient optimization technique, proposed by

Nematollahi et.al. [39], [40]. LAPO imitates the lightning

procedure which has been applied to various optimization

issues. Taher, et.al [41] used LAPO technique to find best

optimal position and sizing UPFC controller in transmission

system. Youssef, et.al [42] solved OPF problem using LAPO

technique. Hashemian, et.al [43] assigned the optimal place-

ment and ratings of DGs in distributed grid using LAPO.

Liu, et. al [44] optimize the image segmentation using LAPO

technique. The conventional LAPO may apt to trap into the

local optima, so a modified MLAPO is proposed to solve the

stagnation of LAPO.

C. CONTRIBUTION TO THE RESEARCH

In this research, the novel modified MLAPO technique is

used to solve the ORPD problem with optimal allocation

and FACTS devices to minimize the power losses, voltage

deviation and the operational cost using IEEE 30 and 57-bus

standards. The salient features of this study are discussed as

follows.

1) A novel modified MLAPO containing spiral drive and

levy flights is proposed to enhance the searching ability

of the algorithm.

2) To validate the performance of MLAPO, the simula-

tions are performed and compared with different opti-

mization techniques, such as conventional LAPO, PSO,

ALO, EO, MPA, WOA and SCA, respectively.

3) MLAPO is applied to IEEE 30 and 57-bus standards

with and without optimal allocations of the TCSC and

SVC controllers to minimize power losses, voltage

deviation and operating cost.

The utilization of MATPOWER is applied to ensure that

detailed outcomes can be achieved by running the Load

Flow Analysis (LFA). The rest of the paper is set as fol-

lows. Section II formulates the fitness objectives of ORPD,

Section III represent the optimal allocation of TCSC and

SVC. Section IV provides the novel implementation of

modified MLAPO technique. Section V gives simulation

results and discussion, while Section VI summarizes the

conclusions.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. MINIMIZATION OF POWER LOSSES

For reduction in power line losses, the following expression

can be used.

F1(z1, z2) =

NL
∑

R=1

GR

[

V 2
m + V 2

n − 2VmVncos(δmn)
]

(1)

Here, z1 is the dependent variables of reactive power genera-

tors, load voltages and the transmission line loadings.

z1 =
[

QG1, . . . ,QGNPV ,VL1, . . . ,VLNPQ , SL1, . . . , SLNL
]

(2)

While, z2 is the vector of control variables which consisting

of reactive power injections, magnitudes of generators, trans-

former tap settings, SVC and TCSC.

z2 =

[

T1, . . . ,TNT ,VG1, . . . ,VGNPV ,QC1, . . . ,QCNC
SVC1, . . . , SVCKNVC ,TCSC1, . . . ,TCSCNTCSC

]

(3)

The equality and inequality constraints must be satisfied. The

expression related to equality constraints are defined as:

PGm − PDm − Vm

NB
∑

N=1

Vn

[

Bmnsin (δmn) +

Gmncos (δmn)

]

= 0 (4)

PGm − PDm − Vm

NB
∑

N=1

Vn

[

Bmncos (δmn) +

Gmnsin (δmn)

]

= 0 (5)

While, the inequality constraints are defined as:

Tmini ≤ Ti ≤ Tmaxi i = 1, 2, . . . ,NT (6)

Vmin
i ≤ Vi ≤ Vmax

i i = 1, 2, . . . ,NB (7)

QminGi
≤ QGi ≤ QmaxGi

i = 1, 2, . . . ,NPV (8)

Eq. (9) represents the limits of the shunt reactive VAR com-

pensators.

QminCi
≤ QCi ≤ QmaxCi

i = 1, 2, . . . ,NC (9)

Eq. (10) and (11) are the limits of the FACTS devices using

TCSC and SVC .

SVCmin
i ≤ SVC i ≤ SVCmax

i i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,NSVC (10)

TCSCmin
i ≤ TCSC i ≤ TCSCmax

i i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,NSVC

(11)

B. MINIMIZATION OF VOLTAGE DEVIATION

To minimize the voltage deviation, the following expression

can be used.

min = F2 = VD =

Nb
∑

i=1

|Vb − 1.0| (12)

C. MINIMIZATION OF COST USING FACTS DEVICES

To minimize the overall cost, the FACTS devices are

expressed as follows.

min = f3 = CTOTAL = CENERGY + CFACTS (13)

Here,

CENERGY = 1000 × 0.06 × 365 × 24 × Plosses (14)

Here, 365 are the days in a year, 24 is the number of hours in a

day, 0.06 is the cost associated with the power losses measure

in $/KWhr and 1000 ($) is the fixed installed cost of the shunt

capacitor. While, the cost of the CFACTS are computed by

Siemens AG database as follows [2].

CFACTS = αs2 + βs+ γ (15)

here, α, β and γ are the cost coefficients of the FACTS

devices and depend on the type of the FACTS. CFACTS
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FIGURE 1. Simplified model of TCSC.

is the cost of FACTS devices and its value measured in

US $/kVar while ‘s’ is the operating range of the FACTS

devices in MVar . The cost functions for TCSC and SVC can

be expressed as follows [2].

CTCSC = 0.0015 (s)2−0.7130(s)+153.75 (US$/kVar) (16)

CSVC = 0.0003 (s)2−0.3051 (s)+127.38 (US$/kVar) (17)

III. STEADY STATE MODEL OF FACTS

A. MODELLING OF TCSC

The series compensator TCSC is a static reactor/capacitor

with impedance jXc reactor/capacitor. Hence, it can vary the

impedance to above or below the line natural impedance. The

static model of the network with TCSC connected between

branches (m to n) are given in Fig. 1. The active and reactive

power expressions are given in Eq. (18) and (19) and repre-

sent the optimal TCSC between the two branches namely m

and n. The expression related active and reactive power flows

from branch m to n are given as follows.

Pmn = V 2
mGmn − VmVnGmncos (δm − δn)

−VmVnBmnsin (δm − δn) (18)

Qmn = −V 2
mBmn − VmVnGmnsin (δm − δn)

+VmVnBmnsin (δm − δn) (19)

The active and the reactive power flows between branches n

to m are given as follows.

Pnm = V 2
nGnm − VnVmGnmcos (δn − δm)

−VnVmBnmsin (δn − δm) (20)

Qnm = −V 2
n Bnm − VnVmGnmsin (δn − δm)

+VnVmBnmsin (δn − δm) (21)

Here, the conductance and the susceptance of the transmis-

sion lines are given as follows:

Gmn =
R

R2 + (X − XTCSC )
2

(22)

Bmn =
−X − XTCSC

R2 + (X − XTCSC )
2

(23)

B. MODELLING OF SVC

The simplified model of SVC controller connected to the

transmission line by switching several combinations of induc-

tors/capacitors parallelly with the lines given in Fig. 2.

FIGURE 2. Simplified model of SVC.

FIGURE 3. Formation of the charges and leaders in the cloud.

The equivalent circuit of SVC can be modelled as shunt

connected variable susceptance Bsvc at bus n. The reactive

power injected into bus due to SVC is as follows:

Qsvc = Bsvc × V 2 (24)

where, V is the magnitude of the voltages of the bus at which

SVC is connected.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section, the novel modified LAPO technique is repre-

sented with its graphical representation in Fig. 4 in order to

solve the ORPD problem with optimal allocation of FACTS

devices containing TCSC and SVC, respectively.

A. COVENTIONAL LAPO ALGORITHM

The LAPO technique is followed the mechanism of lightning

phenomena in which there are four steps are considered,

such as ascending and descending leaders’ arrangements,

breakdown of air on cloud surface and strike point.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the development of charges in clouds,

where the huge number of negative charges with less positive

charges appear at the bottom of the cloud while huge positive

charges appear on the top of the cloud. As the quantity of

the charges are increasing, it can cause occurrence of the

breakdown inside the could whereas the voltage increases

at the clouds edge. The gesture of lightning will happen in

different stages, where it stops after each step. When the

lightnings move towards the ground or in several directions,
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FIGURE 4. Modified LAPO Algorithm for ORPD solution with optimal allocations of FACTS tested on IEEE30 and IEEE57 bus standards.

they can be called as downward leaders. Due to accumulation,

the enormous carriers of negative charges appear at the bot-

tom of the cloud whereas the positive charges will appear at

the sharp points on the ground which can increase in charges,

upward leader developed from ground and air breakdown.

1) INITIALIZATION

In the initialization process, the agents of the initial search

space of upward leaders can be defined as follows.

Ais = Aimin + (Aimax − Aimin) × Rand (25)

The objective function can be defined as follows.

F is = Objective(Ais) (26)

2) NEXT JUMP DETERMINATION

The crossponding fitness and average points can be expressed

in Eq (27) and (28), given as follows.

Favr = Objective(Aavr ) (27)

Aavr = Mean(As) (28)

In process of updating location of agents, another agent ran-

domly j, where i 6= j is selected and compared the value with

average value of the agent, is expressed as follows.

When, f
(

Ajs

)

> f (Aavr )

Ais_Nw = Ais + Rand × (Aavr + Rand × Ajs) (29)

When, f
(

Ajs

)

< f (Aavr )

Ais_Nw = Ais − Rand × (Aavr + Rand × Ajs) (30)

3) BRANCH VANISHING

The mean acceptance of the new agents can cause vanishing

of the branch. So, the new objective can be achieved by the

following expression.

Ais = Ais_Nw if F is−Nw < F is

Ais−Nw = Ais otherwise (31)

4) UPWARD LEADER MOVEMENT

Formulas (32) and (33) represents the movement of the entire

upward agents. Whereas, the positioning of upward leaders

follows the downward leader and can be controlled by the

exponential operator via the channel, which is expressed as
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follows.

AisNW = Ais_Nw + Rand × T × (ABest − Aworst ) (32)

T = 1 −

(

t

tmax

)

× exp

(

−
t

tmax

)

(33)

Here, ABest and Aworst are representing the best and worst

solution.

5) STRIKE POINT

The lightning mechanism will stop when striking point is

determined and upward/downward leaders meet each other.

The algorithm stops when the convergence criterion is

satisfied.

B. MODIFIED MLAPO ALGORITHM

The novel modified LAPO technique depends on the search

ability of traditional LAPO technique by improving its explo-

ration and exploitation phases. In the exploration phase,

updating the placement of test points or agents using the

random Levy flights, the expression is as follows.

Ais−NW = Ais + σ ⊕ levy(ω) (34)

Here, the step size is represented by term operator ‘σ ’ and

can be taken from the flowing equation.

σ ⊕ levy(ω) ∼ 0.01
u

|v|1/ω

(

Ais − ABest

)

(35)

Here, the values of operators ‘v’ and ‘u’ are taken from the

below expressions (36) and (37).

u ∼ N (0, φ2
u ), v ∼ N (0, φ2

v ) (36)

φu =

[

Ŵ1 (1 + ω) × sin
(

π × ω
2

)

Ŵ1 [(1 + ω) /2] × ω

]

, φv = 1 (37)

The exploitation phase is enhanced by the updating points

around the solutions in a spiral path. Using logarithmic spiral

function, it is expressed as follows.

Ais_NW =

∣

∣

∣
ABest−A

i
s

∣

∣

∣
ebt cos (2π t) + ABest (38)

Here, b denotes a constant to define the logarithmic spiral

shape.

PAR(t) = PARmin +

(

PARmax − PARmin

Tmax

)

× t (39)

where, PARmax and PARmin are the maximum and the mini-

mum PAR limits.

It should be point out here that, to balance between the

exploration and exploitation phases of the proposed algorithm

an adaptive operator is utilized for this manner. This value

is varied from PARmin to PARmax with the iterative process

which are selected to be 0.4 and 0.85, respectively. The value

of the PAR is compared with r which represents a generated

random value within [0-1]. At the initial iterative process,

the value of PAR is small. Hence the probability of updating

the search agents based on levy flight will be high. The oppo-

site of that the probability of updating search agents based

on the logarithmic spiral will be high at the final iterative

process.

The methodology of application the modified LAPO for

solving the ORPD with optimal integration of the TCSC and

SVC is given as follows:

Step 1: Set the algorithm parameters including maximum

number of iterations, search agent number.

Step 2: Define the system data including:

- Line data.

- Bus data.

- Generators data.

- The upper and lower boundaries of the control

variables: VG, TC , QC , location TCSC, size TCSC,

location SVC, size SVC.

- The upper and lower boundaries of the dependent

variables: VL , QG, SL .

Step 3: Initialize the search agents or the initial spot points

according to (25). Then, calculate the objective

function for each search agent.

Step 4: Final the average point of the search agent’s ant its

objective function according to (34) and (35).

Step 5: Update the locations of agents according to (29)

and (30).

Step 6: Compare between the new updated point and pre-

vious point and pick up the best solution based

on (31).

Step 7: Update the value of the PAR according to (39)

Step 8: Updating the locations of search agents as follows:

If < rand

Update the location of the search agent based on

Levy flight using (34)

Else

Update the location of the search agent based on

the logarithmic spiral using (38)

End

Step 9: Calculate the objective function for the updated

search agents. The accept the updated search agent

if its value is better than the previous search agent.

Step 10: Repeat steps from 4 to 9 until the termination

criteria is satisfied (The current iteration equals to

the maximum number of iteration).

Step 11: Capture the optimal solution and its corresponding

control variables.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the simulations are performed on MATLAB

2015 using Windows 10, Intel R©CoreTMi7-8550U CPU @

1.80 GHz with 8GB RAM. The MATPOWER package is

used to ensures the detailed outcomes by running the load

flow analysis. The sections A and B have been considered.

The preformation of analysis is given as follows.

A. Considering with and without optimal allocation of

FACTS Using IEEE 30-bus standard
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TABLE 1. Parameters selection for modified MLAPO with and without
allocation of FACTS using IEEE30 and 57-bus standards.

B. Considering with and without optimal allocation of the

FACTS Using IEEE 57-bus standard

The concept of using FACTS is to secure the operation with

minimizing the Plosses,VD and OC .

The parameter values are taken from Table. 1 while per-

forming the simulations using MLAPO and other optimiza-

tion techniques, such as LAPO, PSO, ALO, EO, MPA, WOA

and SCA, respectively. It should be highlighted here that these

parameters are selected empirically where the importance of

this act is having a compromise between optimal solution

and run time or minimum number of iterations, which is a

necessary feature of the optimization algorithms.

The values of the reactive power of generating units limits

considered for the standard IEEE30 are betweenQmax = [200

100 80 60 50 60 ], Qmin = [−20 −20 −15 −15 −10 −15].

Whereas, for standard IEEE57, the reactive power of gener-

ating units limits are between Qmax = [200 50 60 25 200 9

155], Qmin = [−140 −17 −10 −8 −140 −3 −150], respec-

tively. It is worst mentioning that the location of the TCSCs

and SVCs are considered as a discrete control variable. The

boundaries of TCSCs are selected to be ‘‘from 1 to 41’’ for

IEEE30 while for IEEE57 ‘‘from 1 to 80’’ which represents

the possible lines that TCSC can be incorporated in these

lines. While, the boundaries of SVCs are from ‘‘1 to 30’’ for

IEEE30 and from ‘‘1 to 57’’ for IEEE57 which represents

the possible buses that SVC can be incorporated in these

buses.

A. CONSIDERING WITH AND WITHOUT OPTIMAL

ALLOCAITON OF FACTS DEVICES USING

IEEE 30-BUS STANDARD

The IEEE 30-bus standard consisting of six generators 1, 2,

5, 8, 11 and 13, four transformers tap settings at buses 6-9,

6-10, 4-12 and 28-27 while nine shunts compensators. The

bus 1 is selected as the slack bus. The total demand of

the active and the reactive powers are 283.4 MW and

126.2 MVAR, respectively. The base case is considered with

optimal allocation of the FACTS devices with active Plosses

7.11 MW and OC is reported to 3.73016($), respectively.

While, in case of without optimal allocation of FACTS

devices, the base case for active power loss is 5.811 MW [45]

and for VD is 0.8691 p.u. [21], respectively. In [2], the TCSCs

are connected to the line 25, 41, 28 and 5 while SVCs

are connected to the lines 22, 4, 28 and 20. The detection

of the weak buses can be found through Voltage Collapse

Proximity Indication Method (VCPI) method. It is worst

mentioning that the TCSC cost is slightly more than the SVC

TABLE 2. Control variable limits for optimal allocation of FACTS devices
using IEEE30-bus [2].

FIGURE 5. Minimization of power losses without optimal allocation of
the FACTS devices using IEEE30 standard.

cost according to (16) and (17). The limits of the control

variables with optimal allocation of the FACTS devices are

given in Table. 2.

The sectionA is divided into five further sub-sections given

as follows:

1. Minimization of Power Losses without optimal alloca-

tion of the FACTS Devices

2. Minimization of VoltageDeviationwithout optimal allo-

cation of the FACTS Devices

3. Minimization of Power Losses with optimal allocation

of the FACTS Devices

4. Minimization of Voltage Deviation with optimal alloca-

tion of the FACTS Devices

5. Minimization of Overall Operating Cost with optimal

allocation of the FACTS Devices

The selection of the parameters and limits of the control

variables are taken from Table. 1 and 2.

1) MINIMIZATION OF POWER LOSSES WITHOUT OPTIMAL

ALLOCATION OF THE FACTS DEVICES

In this section, the first objective is to minimize the Plosses

without optimal allocations of the TCSC and SVC applied

to IEEE 30-bus system. Fig. 5 demonstrated the best con-

vergence response achieved by MLAPO with 4.5086 MW

value while the worst response is reported by SCA with

5.0063 MW.

In view of the base case 5.811 MW, the reduction in

Plosses from the considered optimization techniques given

in Table. 3 is given as follows. LAPO is 22.17%, PSO is
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TABLE 3. Simulation results for all given objective functions with & without considering TCSC and SVC using IEEE 30-bus standard.

TABLE 4. Comparison of different Algorithm with MLAPO for minimizing power losses (MW) without TCSC and SVC using IEEE30 standard.

TABLE 5. Comparison of different Algorithm with MLAPO for minimizing voltage deviation (P.U.) without TCSC and SVC using IEEE30 standard.

17.16%, ALO is 18.80%, EO is 21.54 %, MPA is 20.19%,

WOA is 20.83%, SCA is 13.85% while MLAPO technique

is 22.41%. In addition, to further validate the performance

of MLAPO, the other well-known optimization techniques

given in Table. 4 are added for comparison with the base

case. GWO is 21.63%, PSO 19.36%, MPA is 21.98%, FA-

APTFPSO-IV is 16.25%, FODPSO-EE is 20.89%, HPSO-TS

is 22.19%, PSO-cf is 22.12%, FODPSO is 20.74%, QOTLBO

is 21.54%, PSOGSA is 22.03%, MSFS is 22.31%, WOA is

20.94%, PSOGWO is 12.40%, SBDE is 21.01%, PSO-EE is

20.07%, LISA Strategy-I is 22.35%, ALO is 21.77% and JA

is reported as 20.41%.

The best values of the control variables for this case are

given in Table. 6, where the bounds are within their pre-
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TABLE 6. Output of control variables without TCSC and SVC for minimizing the power losses (MW) using IEEE30 bus standard.

TABLE 7. Output of control variables without TCSC and SVC for minimizing the voltage deviation (P.U) using IEEE30 bus standard.

defined limits. Fig. 5, Tables 3 and 4 demonstrated the best

response achieved by MLAPO for this case.

2) MINIMIZATION OF VOLTAGE DEVIATION WITHOUT

OPTIMAL ALLOCATION OF THE FACTS DEVICES

The 2nd objective is to minimize the VD without optimal

allocation of the FACTS devices using IEEE 30-bus standard.

In Table. 3, the simulation outcomes can be seen in case

of minimizing the VD yielded by MLAPO, along the com-

parison with other considered optimization techniques, such

as LAPO, PSO, ALO, EO, MPA, WOA and SCA, respec-

tively. Fig. 6 demonstrated the best convergence performance

achieved by MLAPO with 0.0908 p.u. while the worst case

reported by PSO is 0.3693 p.u.
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TABLE 8. Output of control variables with TCSC and SVC for minimizing the power losses (MW) using IEEE30 bus standard.

TABLE 9. Output Of control variables with TCSC and SVC for minimizing the voltage deviation (P.U.) using IEEE30 bus standard.

In view of the base case 0.8691 p.u., the reduction in VD

of the simulation outcomes given in Table. 3 is as follows.

LAPO is 88.19%, PSO is 57.51%, ALO is 87.84%, EO is

85.71%, MPA is 85.40%, WOA is 81.34%, SCA is 62.89%

while MLAPO is reported to 89.55%.

To legalize performance of the MLAPO, the simulation

results given in Table. 5 are further compared with the base

case. SPSO-TVAC is 84.4 %, SWT-PSO is 81.43%, SSO is

77.79%, ALO is 86.28%, PSO-EE is 86.46%, FOPSO-EE

is 87.84%, FPSOGSA is 88.21% and GSA-CSS is 85.74%.
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TABLE 10. Output Of control variables with TCSC and SVC for minimizing the operating cost ($) using IEEE30 bus standard.

FIGURE 6. Minimization of voltage deviation without optimal allocation
of the FACTS devices using IEEE30 standard.

The best values of the control variables for this case against

the minimum value of VD are reported in Table. 7. Hence,

the performance of MLAPO is superior to the reported

algorithms.

3) MINIMIZATION OF POWER LOSSES WITH OPTIMAL

ALLOCATION OF THE FACTS DEVICES

In this case, the 3rd objective is to minimize the Plosses

with optimal allocations of the FACTS devices using

IEEE 30-bus standard. The simulation outcomes of the

FIGURE 7. Minimization power losses with optimal allocation of the
FACTS devices using IEEE30 standard.

considered different techniques including MLAPO are

reported in Table. 3 with the best, worst and average values.

Fig. 7 demonstrated the best convergence response achieved

by MLAPO with 4.4838 MW, while the worst case reported

by SCA is 4.9453 MW.

Considering the base case 7.11 MW, the reduction in

Plosses of the different optimization techniques given in

Table. 3 are reported as follows. LAPO is 36.4627 %, PSO

is 33.4416 %, ALO is 34.1477 %, EO is 36.4838 %, MPA

is 35.4487 %, WOA is 35.2558 %, SCA is 30.4458 % while

MLAPO is reported as 36.9367 %. While compared to the
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TABLE 11. Optimal allocations and sizes of TCSC and SVC for different considered objective functions using IEEE30 bus standard.

based case 5.811MWofwithout considering FACTS devices,

the result computed by MLAPO for this case is reported

22.84 % less than the base case. In addition, to further

authenticate performance of MLAPO, the outcomes of other

well-known optimization techniques are compared to the

base case. PSO-EE [38] is 27.3207 %, FOPSO-EE [38] is

27.3235 %, QODE [2] is 25.7384 %, WOA [2] is 10.9282%,

QOGWO [2] is 10.9564 %, SPSO [69] is 26.8917 % and

BBO [32] is 37.0141 %. The optimal sizes and placements of

TCSCs and SVCs are given in Table. 11. While, the control

variables are provided in VIII. The overall simulation results

demonstrated the best performance achieved by the MLAPO

to reduce the Plosses using FACTS.

TABLE 12. Control variable limits for optimal allocation of TCSC and SVC
using IEEE57 bus standard [2].

4) MINIMIZATION OF VOLTAGE DEVIATION WITH OPTIMAL

ALLOCATION OF THE FACTS DEVICES

The 4th objective is to minimize VD with optimal allocation

TCSCs and SVCs. Fig. 8 illustrated the best performance

achieve by MLAPO with 0.0889 p.u., and the worst perfor-

mance achieved by SCA with 0.2972 p.u.
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TABLE 13. Simulation results for all given objective functions with & without optimal allocation of TCSC and SVC using IEEE 57-BUS standard.

TABLE 14. Comparison of different Algorithm with MLAPO for minimize power losses (MW) without TCSC and SVC using IEEE57 standard.

TABLE 15. Comparison of different Algorithm MLAPO for minimizing the voltage deviation (P.U.) without TCSC and SVC using IEEE 57-bus.

The simulation outcomes for VD are given in Table. 3

where their best, worst and the average values are shown.

Judging from Table. 3, the result computed from MLAPO

is less than the other given techniques, such as LAPO is

32.3954 %, PSO is 64.8060 %, ALO is 13.6054 %, EO is

23.5597 %, MPA is 26.1014 %, WOA is 29.3322 % and SCA

is 70.0875 %, respectively. The optimal sizes and placements

of TCSCs and SVCs are given in Table. 11.While, the control
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TABLE 16. Output of control variables without TCSC and SVC for minimizing the power losses (MW) using IEEE57 bus standard.

FIGURE 8. Minimization voltage deviation with optimal allocation of the
FACTS devices using IEEE30 standard.

variables are provided in IX. Fig. 8, Table. 3 endorsed the

efficient response getting from MLAPO using FACTS.

5) MINIMIZATION OF OVERALL OPERATING COST WITH

OPTIMAL ALLOCATION OF THE FACTS

The 5th objective is to minimize the OC with optimal allo-

cations of the SVC and TCSC using IEEE 30-bus system.

FIGURE 9. Minimization of operating cost with optimal allocation of the
FACTS devices using IEEE30 standard.

The simulation results of different optimization techniques

including MLAPO are reported with the average, best and

worst values. Fig. 9 demonstrated the best convergence value

achieved by MLAPO with the minimum cost reported to

2.3588 × 106 ($), while the worst response was computed

by PSO with cost value 2.6387 × 106($).
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TABLE 17. Output of control variables without usiNG TCSC and SVC for minimizing the voltage deviation (P.u) using IEEE57 bus standard.

According to the base case 3.737016 × 106($), the out-

comes of the different optimization techniques are compared

as follows. LAPO is 36.2620 %, PSO is 29.3902 %, ALO is

32.9599 %, EO is 36.1709 %, MPA is 34.7849 %, WOA is

34.7634 %, SCA is 31.7022% while MLAPO is 36.88012 %.

Moreover, to further validate the performance of MLAPO,

OC values reported by the different optimization techniques

are cited as follows. PSO-EE [38] is 27.8328%, FOPSO-

EE [38] is 28.2609%,QODE [2] is 25.7295%,QOGWO [2] is

10.9477%, WOA [2] is 10.9209%, SPSO [69] is 26.8828%,

EPSO [69] is 36.6580% and APSO [69] is 36.9604%. The

optimal sizes and placements of TCSCs and SVCs are given

in Table. 11. While, the control variables are provided in

X. The overall simulation results demonstrated the best

performance achieved by MLAPO to reduce the OC with

optimal allocation of the FACTS devices on IEEE 30-bus

standard.

B. CONSIDERING WITH AND WITHOUT OPTIMAL

ALLOCAITON OF FACTS DEVICES USING IEEE 57-BUS

STANDARD

The IEEE 57-bus standard consisting of six generators 1, 2,

3, 6, 8, 9 and 12, fifteen transformers tap settings with three

shunts compensators while bus 1 is selected as slack bus.

The base 100 MVA with total demands of active and

reactive powers for this case are 12.5170 MW and

3.3570 MVAr, respectively. In case of considering FACTS

devices, the base case of active Plosses and operating

cost are taken as 27.99 MW and 1.471 × 107($), respec-

tively. While, the base case is taken as 27.86 MW for

Plosses [70] and VD is 4.1788 p.u. [59] without considering

FACTS devices.

The section B is categorized in further five sub-sections

using IEEE57 bus-standard with and without optimal inclu-

sion TCSC and SVC. The details of sub-sections are given

below.

1. Minimization of Power Losses without optimal alloca-

tion of the FACTS Devices

2. Minimization of VoltageDeviationwithout optimal allo-

cation of the FACTS Devices

3. Minimization of Power Losses with optimal allocation

of the FACTS Devices

4. Minimization of Voltage Deviation with optimal alloca-

tion of the FACTS Devices

5. Minimization of Overall Operating Cost with optimal

allocation of the FACTS Devices

The selection of the parameters and the limits of the control

variables are taken from Table. 1 and 12.
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TABLE 18. Output Of control variables with TCSC and SVC for minimizing the power losses (MW) using IEEE57 bus standard.

FIGURE 10. Minimization of power losses without optimal allocation of
FACTS using IEEE57 standard.

1) MINIMIZATION OF POWER LOSSES WITHOUT OPTIMAL

ALLOCATION OF THE FACTS DEVICES

In this case, the consideration of FACTS devices using TCSC

and SVC aims to minimize the Plosses The simulation

outcomes of the different considered algorithms including

MLAPO are given in Table. 13 with their average, worst

and best values. Fig. 10 demonstrated the best convergence

response attained by MLAPO with 22.6081 MW, while the

worst response attained by SCA with 26.0042 MW.

The base case is 27.86 MW. In the aspect of reduc-

tion of Plosses, the different optimization techniques given

in Table. 13 are compared to the base case. LAPO is

17.85%, PSO is 16.31%, ALO is 13.04%, EO is 18.26%,

MPA is 17.17%, WOA is 16.93 % and SCA is 6.66%

while MLAPO is 18.85%. In addition, to validate the per-

formance of MLAPO, the other well-known optimization

techniques given in Table. 14 are further compared with the

base case. ALO is 13.49%, AGA is 11.84%, ICA is 2.64%,

FPSOGSA is 17.74%, CBA-IV is 21.68%, MPSO is 15.61%,

PSO-EE is 5.02%, PFA is 11.43%, CBA-III is 20.97%,

ICA-PSO is 2.39%, FODPSO is 4.23%, PSO is 0.06%, FA-

APTFPSO-IV is 13.54%, CGA is 13.01% and FOPSO-EE

is 5.10%.

The best values of control variables against the

minimization of Plosses are reported in Table. 16.

Fig. 10, Table. 13 and 16 endorse the best efficiency of

MLAPO to reduce Plosses without optimal allocations of the

FACTS devices.

2) MINIMIZATION OF VOLTAGE DEVIATION WITHOUT

OPTIMAL ALLOCATION OF THE FACTS DEVICES

The 2nd objective for this case is to minimize VD without

optimal allocations of the FACTS devices using IEEE 57-bus.

The simulation results can be seen in Table. 12, yielded

by MLAPO along the comparison to the other optimization

techniques, such as LAPO, PSO, ALO, EO, MPA, WOA and
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TABLE 19. Output of control variables with TCSC and SVC for minimizing the voltage deviation (p.u) using IEEE57 bus standard.

FIGURE 11. Minimization of power losses without optimal allocation of
FACTS devices using IEEE57 standard.

SCA. Fig. 11 illustrated the best performance achieved by

MLAPO with 0.6111 p.u. while the worst case obtained by

PSO with 1.737 p.u.

In case of reduction in VD, the outcomes of some other

optimization techniques given in Table. 13 are compared to

the base case 4.1788 p.u. LAPO is 83.50%, PSO is 58.43%,

ALO is 81.91%, EO is 81.39%, MPA is 83.42%, WOA

is 82.83%, SCA is 73.23%, while MLAPO is reported as

85.38%, respectively.

To validate the performance, MLAPO is further com-

pared to well-known techniques given in Table. 15. For

example, CLPSO is 73.85%, ICA is 80.97%, ICA-PSO is

82.94%, SGA(Ff1) is 35.34%, PSO is 80.84% and FODPSO

is 83.00%, respectively. The best control variable out-

comes against the VD are given in Table. 17. Fig. 11,

Table. 13 and 17 demonstrated the best response computed

by MLAPO.

3) MINIMIZATION OF POWER LOSSES WITH OPTIMAL

ALLOCATION OF THE FACTS DEVICES

In this case, the simulation is carried out for minimization

of Plosses without optimal allocations of the TCSC and

SVC using IEEE 57-bus standard. In Table. 13, the sim-

ulation outcomes can be seen in case of minimizing the

Plosses yielded byMLAPO, along the comparison with other

considered optimization techniques, such as LAPO, PSO,

ALO, EO, MPA, WOA and SCA. Fig. 12 illustrated the

best convergence response achieved by MLAPO technique

with 21.4448 MW while the worst case computed by SCA

with 25.0183 MW.
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TABLE 20. Output of control variables with TCSC and SVC for minimizing the operating cost in ($) using IEEE57 bus standard.

FIGURE 12. Minimization power losses optimal allocation of FACTS
devices using IEEE57 standard.

In case of reduction in Plosses, the simulation results of the

considered optimization techniques including MLAPO given

in Table. 13 are compared to the base case 27.99 MW.

LAPO is 19.1901 %, PSO is 18.79 %, ALO is 15.03 %,

EO is 22.66 %, MPA is 22.60 %, WOA is 21.99 %, SCA is

10.62 % and MLAPO is reported as 23.38 %. While compare

to the based case 27.86MW, theMLAPO is reported 23.26 %

less than with considering TCSC and SVC.

FIGURE 13. Minimization voltage deviation optimal allocation of FACTS
devices using IEEE57 standard.

In order to further ensure the performance of MLAPO,

the other well-known optimization techniques are also com-

pared APSO [69] is 20.29% and EPSO [69] is 18.72%,

respectively. The optimal sizes and placements of TCSCs and

SVCs are given in Table. 21. While, the control variables are

provided in XVIII. Fig. 12 and Table. 13 demonstrated the

best performance computed by MLAPO.
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TABLE 21. Optimal allocations and sizes of TCSC and SVC for different considered objective functions using IEEE57 bus standard.

4) MINIMIZATION OF VOLTAGE DEVIATION WITH OPTIMAL

ALLOCATION OF THE FACTS DEVICES

The objective of this case is to minimize the VD to improve

voltage profile with optimal allocation of the FACTS devices

according to IEEE 57-bus standard.

MLAPO with other optimization techniques are consid-

ered while running the simulations. The simulation outcomes

are given in Table. 13. They include the average, best and

worst values of VD.

Fig. 13 demonstrated the best performance achieved by

MLAPO with 0.4383 p.u. while the worst case reported by

SCA with 1.1906 p.u. In case of reduction in VD, the result

computed by MLAPO is less than that of other optimization

techniques given in Table. 13. For example, LAPO is 14.84%,

PSO is 54.24 %, ALO is 30.45 %, EO is 32.28 %, MPA

is 17.19 %, WOA is 9.23 % and SCA is 63.19 %. The

optimal sizes and placements of TCSCs and SVCs are given

in Table. 21. While, the control variables are provided in

XIX. Fig. 13 and Table. 13 endorsed the best performance

of MLAPO using FACTS devices.

5) MINIMIZATION OF OVERALL OPERATING COST WITH

OPTIMAL ALLOCATION OF THE FACTS DEVICES

To minimize theOC of optimal allocation of FACTS devices,

the simulations are performed on different algorithms where

the parameter values and restraints of the control variables

are taken from Table. 1 and Table. 12. Fig. 14 illustrated

the best convergence response achieved by MLAPO with

1.1165 × 107($) whereas the worst response reported by

ALO with OC value 1.2768 × 107($).
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FIGURE 14. Minimization of operating cost optimal allocation of FACTS
devices using IEEE57 standard.

The simulation outcomes reported for the different algo-

rithms including MLAPO are given in Table. 13 with their

average, best and the worst values. The base case is con-

sidered 1.471 × 107 in order to compared the performance

of the different considered algorithms including MLAPO.

Judging from Table. 13, the reduction in OC are reported as

follows. LAPO is 22.54 %, PSO is 21.03 %, ALO is 15.32

%, EO is 23.87 %, MPA is 22.40 %, WOA is 22.52 %, SCA

is 13.20 % whereas MLAPO 24.01 %. In order to further

validate the performance of MLAPO, the other well-known

optimization techniques are also compared. SPSO [69] is

20.59%, APSO [69] is 19.85% and EPSO [69] is 18.22%.

The optimal sizes and placements of TCSCs and SVCs are

given in Table. 21.While, the control variables are provided in

XX. Fig. 14 and Table. 13 demonstrated the best performance

achieved byMLAPO to reduce theOC using FACTS devices.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, ORPD including SVC and TCSC has been

solved using MLAPO. The exploration and exploitation

phases of the conventional LAPO are improved based on

new movement of the particles using levy flight distribution

and spiral orientation motion. The objective functions are

power loss reduction, voltage profile improvement, and cost

minimization. The impact of incorporating SVC and TCSC,

and performance of the algorithm have been verified through

the IEEE 30-bus and IEEE 57-bus systems.

Compared to those without the FACTS devices, the sim-

ulation reveals that the optimal allocation of the controllers

reduced the power loss and operating cost, improve the volt-

age profile considerably. Furthermore, the algorithm is better

for ORPD compared with the previous LAPO, PSO, ALO,

EO, MPA, WOA and SCA.
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